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Build a strong community through the give-
and-take experiences of living together;

Strive for excellence through challenges and 
achievements in activities and programs;

Enhance and gain a sense of personal growth 
and development that comes with new-found 
independence and developed through the 
encouragement of caring young adults;

Establish many quality and lasting 
relationships that are made as the cabins 
work and play together;

Have a lot of fun in a setting that creates joy 
and laughter with each new day.

Camp Lincoln and Camp Lake Hubert are committed 
to character building through five key Core Values…
values that have been a part of our tradition since 1909. 
These Core Values are an important part of everything 
we do, and are central to “inTENTional” camping. You 
can see our values in action, as our campers:

�e fall season is upon us at Camp Lincoln & Camp Lake Hubert. We are enjoying the cool, crisp 
weather, the fall colors, and the regular school schedule.  We hope you are enjoying the fall season 
as well (except those of you in the southern hemisphere – enjoy the start of your spring!).  Mainte-
nance Man Marty and his crew working hard to stay ahead of all the leaves on the ground. �ey are 
also �xing, repairing, and improving a number of cabins and buildings all around camp, preparing 
for the campers’ return next summer.

While fall is here now, we are re�ecting upon the memories of fun and “PG&D” of this past sum-
mer. How many of you still have to resist the temptation to holler “Give me one!” at the end of 
lunch? When you are hanging out, do you think about your cabinmates and wonder what they 
are up to? Do you �nd yourself daydreaming about your favorite activity and re-running in your 
head all the big events surrounding Color Wars? If you are anything like me, you raised your 
hand for all these and more!
Summer 2012 was indeed jam-packed full of memory-making fun, friends and challenges. �is 
may explain why there has been such an interest in signing up for next summer!  More campers 
than usual have already registered for the 2013 Summer. Fast Fact: �ere are already more Eight-
Week Campers registered for next summer than signed up all of last year combined!�ose of you that have registered – terri�c! Get ready for the “greatest summer” in our 104-year 
history. If you have not, what are you waiting for? Your camp friends are likely awaiting your 
return. Check the inside pages for a list of campers that are already enrolled, as of October 17th, 
2012.  Until next time, enjoy your fall and we all look forward to seeing you back on the shores 
of Lake Hubert!

Sincerely,

Ruggs CoteRuggs Cote
CLH Achievement 

Club Recipients 2012

Caitlin McCandler
Max Wilson
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CL Achievement 
Club Winners 2012

Jimmy Bohn 
Charlie Calhoun  
Jack Cleland  
Fernando Elizondo  
Braden Houston  
Nolan Kelly  
Jack Moreaux  
Brice Perry  
Jack Sant  
Calvin Weaver  
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Greetings to all our Camp Families!



2012 CLH LTs    Phase 1
Morgan Apostle – Santa Rosa, CAMcCoy Edmonds – St. Louis, MOSamantha Jones – Kansas City, MODana Ontiveros – Bettendorf, IAMadeleine Smyth – Granite Bay, CAMaddie Stuart –  Lincoln, NECharlotte Wyman – Glencoe,  ILKatelin Zetzman – Omaha, NEChristie Campbell – Washington, DCAdrienne Brauch – St. Louis, MOBriana Brown – Glastonbury, CTTori Cameron – Clayton, MOKatie Faryniarz – Riverside, CTAbby Hanley – Fort Worth, TXMeg Hemmerle – Wilton, CTSydney Hewitt – Eden Prairie, MNMolly McKeown – Longmeadow, MAZoe Rice – Bloom�eld Hills, MIMegan Rooney – Dallas, TXAgne Sacchi – Milan, ItalyAnna Stillman – St. Louis, MOKathleen Walsh – St Louis, MO

Phase 2
Anne Marie Bullington – Dallas, TXPaige Dempsey – Edina, MNDana Faust – Fargo, NDBarbara Laco – Plymouth, MNAmy Morris – Plano, TXAllie Crimmins – Winnetka, ILJenny Egerter – Winnetka, ILHannah Goblirsch – Wayzata, MNGrace Guthrie – Kansas City, MOKatharine Kimmel – La Jolla, CALiza Magill – St. Louis Park, MNPatty Morrow – Lincoln, NE 

After eight summers at Camp Lake Hubert, I 
could not have been more excited to finally be 
a part of the Leadership Training Program two 
years ago.  My summers as a LT were two of 
the best of my life.  I loved every moment of it, 
whether it was lifeguarding down at the dock, 
painting nails during free swims on my cabin 
stays, or throwing an impromptu dance party.   

The program was an extremely challenging 
experience, but it was far more rewarding.  
I have gained so many life skills and am more 
confident in the way I carry myself today.  I 
was initially pushed out of my comfort zone, 
but that is why I was able to grow so much 
during the experience.  

I really enjoyed being able to see how camp 
works behind the scenes and being able to help 
in whatever way I could.  I loved being with my 
activity directors, working special days, and 
learning about staff life during cabin stays.  
The program was a lot of work, but it was also 
a ton of fun!   I loved being a LT at CLH because 
where else would I be able to wear neon tights 
and suspenders and fit in perfectly with ev-
eryone around me?

- Patty Morrow – Lincoln, NE

- By Pablo Luna 

Level 1
Sebastian Arriaga – Weston, FL
Scott Bohn – Chanhassen, MN
Connor Brennan – Topeka, KS
Alfonso Diaz Infante Camarena – Mexico
Drew Dielmann – St. Louis, MO
John Hamilton – Mission Hills, KS
Victor Julia – SPAIN
Christian Lewis – Aspen, CO
Pablo Luna – Mexico
Bobby Mannis – Lake Forest, IL
Max Piepgras – Dallas, TX
Diego Sada – Mexico
Will Stewart – Wilmette, IL
Gri�n Willer – Omaha, NE

Level 2
Dash Brookhart – Walnut Creek, CA
Connor McGannon – Shawnee Mission, KS
Ben Rucker – Kansas City, MO
Jono Schulein – Leesburg, VA

Max Piepgras – Dallas, TX
Diego Sada – Mexico
Will Stewart – Wilmette, IL
Gri�n Willer – Omaha, NE

Being in the LT Program, you live the camp experience as both a camper and 

a counselor. You really get the best of both worlds. LTs get to go to activities and 

enjoy the activity as a counselor, but at the same time, we got the chance to lead a 

full block of activities which allowed us to get a glimpse of the tasks counselors have 

to do.

Camp Lincoln and its LT Program have taught me many lessons throughout my 

years. But by far, this year has been the most rewarding and most fun time I have had at 

camp.  I learned to plan activities carefully and to manage all of the tiny details. I learned 

to work as a team in order to achieve tasks and I learned to manage and plan my time 

to make the most out of it. Similarly, the most important thing I learned this past year at 

camp was to have fun while connecting with the campers I was working with. 

I am very grateful for all the things that I have learned at camp. I found that it was really 

special when you learned not because you are told to do so like you do at school. At Lincoln, 

I learned through the overall experience. I was thoroughly impressed with how much I was 

taught by the campers I worked with on a daily basis.  If I had the chance to relive a time of 

my life, for sure, it would be at camp.  I will remember and cherish all the experiences that I 

had this past summer as a LT with my friends and campers for the rest of my life.

CAMP LINCOLN
LINCOLN-LAKEHUBERT.COM
800.242.1909

LT Program Level 1 Reflection
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Green – McCoy Edmonds
Green – Madeleine Smyth
White – Dana Ontiveros* 
White – Maddie Stewart* .
* Denotes Winner1ST
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Green – Abby Hanley*
Green – Katie Faryniarz* 
White – Anna Stillman 
White – Briana Brown .
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2012 Color Wars 
Captains and Results
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   New Camp 

Program Highlights 

At Camp Lake Hubert, in every 
situation and in every adven-
ture, you are creating bonds 
that will last you a lifetime.  
There is not one person at camp 
that I will forget.  I have so many 
crazy memories that I made 
with my friends and counselors 
that I know I could not have made 
at any other camp.  

I am so lucky to have gone to CLH, 
and have no doubt that I will go 
back next year.  I have conquered 
fears at camp, learned new skills, 
and become an overall stronger 
person.  I am certain that I will 
become at Camp Lake Hubert 
Counselor some day!

              - Evie Kay – Omaha, NE

HH Izzy Henrich
OR Sophie Hammond
WR Emily Dickey
ROB Audrey Graton

FF Zoe Feldshon
CHIP Mae Stokes

SQ Whitney Hockman
FA Avery Apostle
WL Bailey Cunningham

NUT Maddy Roney
CH Olivia Priedeman
LT  Katie Faryniarz

Camper Council
Session 2 2012 

2W2
HH Caroline Black
OR Molly Martini
WR Emma Truman

2W4
HH Sarah Dunn
OR Cate Humphries
WR Katie Berges
ROB Sophia Kostiuk

HH Katie Segall
OR Katie Whitehead
WR Ellie Hanold

ROB Julia Hamil
FF Sarah MacKenzie

CHIP Meredith Duce
SQ Janet Ruiz
FA Izzie Morrow
WL Lindley Legg

NUT Sarah Sant
CH Jen Selden
LT Dana Ontiveros

Camper Council
Session 1 2012 

�ere is one word that is rarely used by campers or sta� when it comes to de-

scribing camp: boredom.�is is because there is so much to do at camp you 

never get bored! Between the traditional favorites, new activities and the return 

of some activities from years past, there is always something fun to do. �is 

summer was no exception!  

�e cra�s program was ramped up with a huge variety of new classes o�ered. 

�e overwhelming favorites were So�ie Ugly Dolls and Decoupage.  A number 

of campers put on skis and tried out waterskiing, which brought lots of smiles 

and fun. Our Leadership Training Program was updated including new spe-

cial projects and activity requirements which proved to be very bene�cial as 

we had the largest LT Group ever. 

Down at sailing, the Mates and Skippers were able to go on a Sailing Trip 

First Session and Second Session participated in the Gull Lake Regat-

ta once again. At the barn, First Class and Advanced Riders took the 

horses for a quick dip in the lake o� of Senior Beach.  Of course, we 

cannot forget Gracie, our cute new guinea pig in ecology.  She �t 

right in at camp!

Although the summer has ended, we have already started thinking 

about new boredom busters for Summer 2013. We will be sure to 

keep you posted as we narrow down our list of possibilities.

Chuck Everett – Alex Julia

Fred Rogers – Whit Lippincott

Brownie Cote – David Jones, Jr.
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Chuck Everett – Nick Bailey

Fred Rogers – Duncan Hacker

Brownie Cote – Robbie Faryniarz
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Chuck, Fred and Brownie Award Winners
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Chuck, Fred and Brownie Award Winners

- By John Aliber

Camp Lincoln 
Session IIC.L. Senior

Camper Reflection

Camp Lincoln 2012 Award Winners
We are very proud to announce this past summer’s Chuck, Fred and Brownie Award 

Winners at Camp Lincoln.  �ese very special awards are given to the 4 Week Campers 

in each session that the camp directors feel represent how they as directors want both the 

current and future campers to act and speak within the Lincoln Community.  

Speci�cally, the Chuck Everett Award is given to the camper who is an active sportsman 

that epitomizes both excellence and Camp Creed Number 6, “I will play hard and fair.” 

�e Fred Rogers Award goes to the camper who embodies the Lincoln Camp Creed 

and enhances the lives of others at camp while making sacri�ces in his own.  

Finally, the Brownie Cote Award is given to the camper that lives out the 5 Core 

Values on a daily basis and is a role a model for the people all around camp. As with 

every year, there were many deserving young men for each of these presti-

gious awards. Congratulations to this year’s winners!

- By David Jones, Jr.

To fully understand a Camp Lincoln Summer, a 

person must experience the camp in Northern 

Minnesota rather than just hearing about it. �is 

past summer was my sixth and �nal summer as a 

true camper and so I wanted to live it to the full-

est, creating memories that would last forever.  At 

the end of Session I, the perfect summer at camp 

came to an end and I had made new friends, 

challenged myself in many ways, enjoyed sta�, 

new and old, and achieved many personal goals.

�is past summer there were two experiences 

that I will always cherish. �e �rst was the oppor-

tunity to be selected as one of six senior campers 

to go on a sailing trip for �ve days in the Apostle 

Islands in Bay�eld, Wisconsin.  Five days with 

my best friends on a 40 foot sailboat was awe-

some and hard work.  �e second experience was 

being chosen to serve as Blue Team Color Wars 

Captain. �e chance to lead half of the campers 

and sta� in a beloved tradition was a true hon-

or. Camp Lincoln is a huge part of my life and 

I would recommend it to anyone who wants to 

have an experience of a lifetime and create lasting 

friendships and memories.

Everything about camp to me this year was perfect. 

From the cabin chill sessions on rainy days to the 

Five-Day Boundary Waters Canoe Trip. I realized 

that the people I was spending the next month 

of my life with would become some of my best 

friends down the road and people I could honest-

ly rely on. Going on the Boundary Waters Canoe 

Trip was where I felt myself really connect with 

the campers and counselors. Spending all day long 

with my friends in a canoe, swapping stories and 

sharing a tent when we were done for the day re-

ally helped build the strong bonds and friendships 

between us all. 

My experience at camp this summer was an out-

standing and once in a lifetime experience.  I will 

miss everything about this summer, but all the 

memories are going to stay fresh in my head for 

the rest of my life.  �e times I had at camp are the 

ones that matter and mean the most to me now.  

Camp has made such a big impact on my life by 

making me a better public speaker, giving me lead-

ership skills and making me more con�dent when 

talking to new people.  I cannot imagine a summer 

without being at Camp Lincoln with my true 

friends and a place where I can honestly 

say to myself…“I Belong!”

Speci�cally, the that epitomizes both excellence and Camp Creed Number 6, “I will play hard and fair.” 

�e 
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gious awards. Congratulations to this year’s winners!
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2012 Color Wars 
Captains and Results

Since 2001
Red – 9  
Blue – 14
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   New Camp 

Program Highlights 

At Camp Lake Hubert, in every 
situation and in every adven-
ture, you are creating bonds 
that will last you a lifetime.  
There is not one person at camp 
that I will forget.  I have so many 
crazy memories that I made 
with my friends and counselors 
that I know I could not have made 
at any other camp.  

I am so lucky to have gone to CLH, 
and have no doubt that I will go 
back next year.  I have conquered 
fears at camp, learned new skills, 
and become an overall stronger 
person.  I am certain that I will 
become at Camp Lake Hubert 
Counselor some day!
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�ere is one word that is rarely used by campers or sta� when it comes to de-

scribing camp: boredom.�is is because there is so much to do at camp you 

never get bored! Between the traditional favorites, new activities and the return 

of some activities from years past, there is always something fun to do. �is 

summer was no exception!  

�e cra�s program was ramped up with a huge variety of new classes o�ered. 

�e overwhelming favorites were So�ie Ugly Dolls and Decoupage.  A number 

of campers put on skis and tried out waterskiing, which brought lots of smiles 

and fun. Our Leadership Training Program was updated including new spe-

cial projects and activity requirements which proved to be very bene�cial as 

we had the largest LT Group ever. 

Down at sailing, the Mates and Skippers were able to go on a Sailing Trip 

First Session and Second Session participated in the Gull Lake Regat-

ta once again. At the barn, First Class and Advanced Riders took the 

horses for a quick dip in the lake o� of Senior Beach.  Of course, we 

cannot forget Gracie, our cute new guinea pig in ecology.  She �t 

right in at camp!

Although the summer has ended, we have already started thinking 

about new boredom busters for Summer 2013. We will be sure to 

keep you posted as we narrow down our list of possibilities.
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Chuck, Fred and Brownie Award Winners

- By John Aliber

Camp Lincoln 
Session IIC.L. Senior

Camper Reflection

Camp Lincoln 2012 Award Winners
We are very proud to announce this past summer’s Chuck, Fred and Brownie Award 

Winners at Camp Lincoln.  �ese very special awards are given to the 4 Week Campers 

in each session that the camp directors feel represent how they as directors want both the 

current and future campers to act and speak within the Lincoln Community.  

Speci�cally, the Chuck Everett Award is given to the camper who is an active sportsman 

that epitomizes both excellence and Camp Creed Number 6, “I will play hard and fair.” 

�e Fred Rogers Award goes to the camper who embodies the Lincoln Camp Creed 

and enhances the lives of others at camp while making sacri�ces in his own.  

Finally, the Brownie Cote Award is given to the camper that lives out the 5 Core 

Values on a daily basis and is a role a model for the people all around camp. As with 

every year, there were many deserving young men for each of these presti-

gious awards. Congratulations to this year’s winners!

- By David Jones, Jr.

To fully understand a Camp Lincoln Summer, a 

person must experience the camp in Northern 

Minnesota rather than just hearing about it. �is 

past summer was my sixth and �nal summer as a 

true camper and so I wanted to live it to the full-

est, creating memories that would last forever.  At 

the end of Session I, the perfect summer at camp 

came to an end and I had made new friends, 

challenged myself in many ways, enjoyed sta�, 

new and old, and achieved many personal goals.

�is past summer there were two experiences 

that I will always cherish. �e �rst was the oppor-
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to go on a sailing trip for �ve days in the Apostle 
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being chosen to serve as Blue Team Color Wars 

Captain. �e chance to lead half of the campers 

and sta� in a beloved tradition was a true hon-
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I would recommend it to anyone who wants to 

have an experience of a lifetime and create lasting 

friendships and memories.

Everything about camp to me this year was perfect. 

From the cabin chill sessions on rainy days to the 

Five-Day Boundary Waters Canoe Trip. I realized 

that the people I was spending the next month 

of my life with would become some of my best 

friends down the road and people I could honest-

ly rely on. Going on the Boundary Waters Canoe 

Trip was where I felt myself really connect with 

the campers and counselors. Spending all day long 

with my friends in a canoe, swapping stories and 

sharing a tent when we were done for the day re-

ally helped build the strong bonds and friendships 

between us all. 

My experience at camp this summer was an out-

standing and once in a lifetime experience.  I will 

miss everything about this summer, but all the 

memories are going to stay fresh in my head for 

the rest of my life.  �e times I had at camp are the 

ones that matter and mean the most to me now.  

Camp has made such a big impact on my life by 

making me a better public speaker, giving me lead-
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talking to new people.  I cannot imagine a summer 

without being at Camp Lincoln with my true 

friends and a place where I can honestly 

say to myself…“I Belong!”
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2012 CLH LTs    Phase 1
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Phase 2
Anne Marie Bullington – Dallas, TXPaige Dempsey – Edina, MNDana Faust – Fargo, NDBarbara Laco – Plymouth, MNAmy Morris – Plano, TXAllie Crimmins – Winnetka, ILJenny Egerter – Winnetka, ILHannah Goblirsch – Wayzata, MNGrace Guthrie – Kansas City, MOKatharine Kimmel – La Jolla, CALiza Magill – St. Louis Park, MNPatty Morrow – Lincoln, NE 

After eight summers at Camp Lake Hubert, I 
could not have been more excited to finally be 
a part of the Leadership Training Program two 
years ago.  My summers as a LT were two of 
the best of my life.  I loved every moment of it, 
whether it was lifeguarding down at the dock, 
painting nails during free swims on my cabin 
stays, or throwing an impromptu dance party.   

The program was an extremely challenging 
experience, but it was far more rewarding.  
I have gained so many life skills and am more 
confident in the way I carry myself today.  I 
was initially pushed out of my comfort zone, 
but that is why I was able to grow so much 
during the experience.  

I really enjoyed being able to see how camp 
works behind the scenes and being able to help 
in whatever way I could.  I loved being with my 
activity directors, working special days, and 
learning about staff life during cabin stays.  
The program was a lot of work, but it was also 
a ton of fun!   I loved being a LT at CLH because 
where else would I be able to wear neon tights 
and suspenders and fit in perfectly with ev-
eryone around me?

- Patty Morrow – Lincoln, NE
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Alfonso Diaz Infante Camarena – Mexico
Drew Dielmann – St. Louis, MO
John Hamilton – Mission Hills, KS
Victor Julia – SPAIN
Christian Lewis – Aspen, CO
Pablo Luna – Mexico
Bobby Mannis – Lake Forest, IL
Max Piepgras – Dallas, TX
Diego Sada – Mexico
Will Stewart – Wilmette, IL
Gri�n Willer – Omaha, NE

Level 2
Dash Brookhart – Walnut Creek, CA
Connor McGannon – Shawnee Mission, KS
Ben Rucker – Kansas City, MO
Jono Schulein – Leesburg, VA

Being in the LT Program, you live the camp experience as both a camper and 

a counselor. You really get the best of both worlds. LTs get to go to activities and 

enjoy the activity as a counselor, but at the same time, we got the chance to lead a 

full block of activities which allowed us to get a glimpse of the tasks counselors have 

to do.

Camp Lincoln and its LT Program have taught me many lessons throughout my 

years. But by far, this year has been the most rewarding and most fun time I have had at 

camp.  I learned to plan activities carefully and to manage all of the tiny details. I learned 

to work as a team in order to achieve tasks and I learned to manage and plan my time 

to make the most out of it. Similarly, the most important thing I learned this past year at 

camp was to have fun while connecting with the campers I was working with. 

I am very grateful for all the things that I have learned at camp. I found that it was really 

special when you learned not because you are told to do so like you do at school. At Lincoln, 

I learned through the overall experience. I was thoroughly impressed with how much I was 

taught by the campers I worked with on a daily basis.  If I had the chance to relive a time of 

my life, for sure, it would be at camp.  I will remember and cherish all the experiences that I 

had this past summer as a LT with my friends and campers for the rest of my life.

CAMP LINCOLN
LINCOLN-LAKEHUBERT.COM
800.242.1909

LT Program Level 1 Reflection
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Green – McCoy Edmonds
Green – Madeleine Smyth
White – Dana Ontiveros* 
White – Maddie Stewart* .
* Denotes Winner1ST
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Green – Abby Hanley*
Green – Katie Faryniarz* 
White – Anna Stillman 
White – Briana Brown .
* Denotes Winner2N
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2012 Color Wars 
Captains and Results



CL & CLH
LINCOLN-LAKEHUBERT.COM
800.242.1909

Enrollment List
Claire Abbott, Eric Abbott, Rachel Abbott, Benjamin Ackerley, Megan Albers, Austin Aldridge, Austin Altizer, Brooke 

Amling, Katherine Amling, Stephan Amling, Ben Ancell, Benjamin Anderson, Chay Anderson, Kiira Antenucci, Avery 

Apostle, Charles Apple, Iker Arizaga, Inaki Arizaga, Elizabeth Arnold, Josie Arnold, Isabel Ashley, Angelo Bacic, Nico 

Bacic, Cole Bandolik, Tara Bandolik, Jack Bartlett, Barbara Bathke, Nora Bayley, Henry Beatty, Lexi Belgrad, Lindsey 

Belgrad, Pablo Benavides Canales, Alberto Benavides Torres, Katie Berges, Bekka Berglund, Matthew Berkley, Avery 

Bodkin, Will Bodkin, Kat Bogursky, Jimmy Bohn, Will Bonefas, Max Booher, Jessica Brenner, Kassidy Brenner, Ale 

Bringas Benavides, Aidan Brown, Jack Brown, Rowan Brown, Victoria Brown, Jeanne Anne Bullington, Ben Bunten, 

Cecilia Burns, Ian Burns, Sarah Burt, Ethan Butler, Grayson Butler, Emi Camarena, Isa Camarena, Margot Cammon, 

Chloe Campbell, Colin Campbell, Alejandra Cantu Rodriguez, Pau Cantu Rodriguez, Alexandra Cardwell, Regina Carlin 

Mata, Madeline Carlson, Sergio Carrasco, Charlie Cathey, Emma Cavoli, Payton Cheedle, Georgia Clark, Kate Clark, 

Brendan Clay, Kristen Clay, Samantha Clay, Alister Cobb, Diego Cortes Reyes, Vivi Cortes Reyes, Audrey Cote, CJ Cote, 

Sam Cote, Rio Cox, Jimmy Crimmins, Teddy Crimmins, Martin Crowe, Chase Cullen, James Darby, Sander Davis, Austin 

Davison, Brenna Davison, Kelly Dayton, Caroline De Coursey, Allison de la Garza, Fernando de la Garza, Kimmberly de 

la Garza, Pato de la Garza, Vale de la Garza, Nati de la Vega Lozano, Ellen DeGiusti, Jack DeGiusti, Spencer DeLambo, 

Sydney DeLambo, John Dempsey, Alex Dickey, Emily Dickey, Johnathon Dickey, Max Dickinson, �omas Dickinson, 

Sophia DiMartini, Dylan Dobson, Amelia Donaldson, Jack Donaldson, Henry Drew, Meredith Duce, Alex Du�y, Billy 

Dunlap, Taryn Duplessis, Holly Durbin, Hunter Dyer, Makalynne Dyer, Isaac Eldringho�, Eduard Elizondo de los Santos, 

Fernando Elizondo Perez, Brooke Elmquist, Hillary Elmquist, Kirsten Elsaden, Payton Elsaden, Sarah Engen, Kahleb 

Fallon, Charlie Farrell, Jimmy Farrell, Harrison Faulkner, Zoe Feldshon, Betsy Figge, Michael Figge, Grace Fitzgerald, 

Lila Fitzgerald, Abbie Forman, Kaitlin Forman, Matthew Forman, Brady Fowler, Kaya Fowler, Jaden Fox, Mariana Franco 

Aguilar, Paulina Franco Aguilar, Fernanda Franco Riestra, Jack Franden, William Franden, Jesse Friedman, Jordan 

Friedman, Kalissa Fruetel, Meredith Fry, Sophia Fujimaki, Elise Gallentine, Emma Gambach, Bella Gamble, Mercedes 

Garcia Acevedo, Nico Garcia Moreira, Annie Gardner, Peter Gardner, Abby Garrett, Blake Garrett, Adrian Garza, Jose 

Adrian Garza Fernandez, Roco Garza-Barrera Reyes, Cyrus Gebreab, Sophia Gebreab, Ben Gelb, Jason Gelb, Caroline 

George, Molly George, Anna Gerosolina, Eric Gerosolina, Abigail Gettman, Hannah Gettman, Lucile Gettman, Joy Gilbertson, 

Gayle Goldstein, Grant Goldstein, Ismael Gomez Martinez, Alex Gomez-Fuentes, Juan Pablo Gonzalez Mattei, Tomy Gonzalez Mattei, Emma Goss, 

Grayson Goss, Olivia Gottlieb, Jack Gri�n, Elia Gross, Emma Grove, John Grove, Euge Guerra, Tommy Hackley, Alex Haddad, Tim Haddad, Marijo 

Hadjopulos, Lauren Haerter, Mady Haerter, Margaret Hake, Jack Hanley, Maddy Hanley, Margaret Harms, Matthew Harrington, Tommy Harrington, 

Jadyn Hassall, Abby Hawkins, Jack Hawkins, James Hemingway, Gabby Hendren, Izzy Henrich, Max Henrich, Gunnar Henry, Matthew Hensel, Anna 

Herbrechtsmeyer, Jimmy Hereford, Max Herrmann, Sam Hershkovitz, A.J. Hesby, Caroline Hesby, Hunter Hettinger, Laurel Hettinger, Ashton Hicks, 

Emmie Hicks, Hannah Hockman, Whitney Hockman, August Ho�man, Kat Hoover, Adrian Hosak, Jack Houlihan, Braden Houston, Schuyler Hous-

ton, Syd Howell, Ellie Humphrey, Cate Humphries, Owen Humphries, Alex Hyjek, Emily Hyjek, Jocelyn Ingbretson, Jack Jares, Caroline Johnson, Jack 

Johnson, Jamie Johnson, Janie Johnson, Jeanie Johnson, Jake Jones, Evie Kay, Miles Kay, Holly Keir, Brendan Kelly, Calvin Kelly, Christo Kelly, Colin 

Kelly, Kaitlyn Kelly, Nolan Kelly, Taylor Kerr, Maddy Kiefer, Ella Kinder, Jacquelyn Kinder, Sally Kingman, Matthew Kirby, Jack Kirkpatrick, Teddy 

Kirkpatrick, Hannah Klein, Levi Klein, Frances Knaggs, Jake Koonce, Mason Koonce, Sophia Kostiuk, Zach Krause, Will Kully, Liz Landefeld, 

Amelia Lang-Fallon, Elijah Lantry, Charlie Larkins, Maggie Larkins, Sully Lawrence, Bea Lentz, Olivia Lentz, Kate Levescy, Laura Levescy, 

Lexi Levin, Ellie Lind, Cecelia Lionetti, Alix Lippincott, Jake Livingston, Amelia Lochhead, Britt Lochhead, Sage Lochhead, Clark Louis, 

Berit Lubben, Patrick Maher, Paty Maiz, CJ Manne, Flavio Mansi Cerisola, Fer Margain Gonzalez, Pau Margain Gonzalez, Joaquin Mar-

gain Montemayor, Molly Martini, Marina Martin-Laborda, Santiago Martin-Laborda, Eli Mayes, Maggie McCarthy, Kate McDonald, 

Will McDonald, Matthew McGannon, Dylan McLamore, Eliza McLamore, Ryan McLamore, Matthew McQuistion, Bug Meiners, 

Jake Meiners, Max Melton, Grace Mendiola, Klara Meyer, Mallory Meyer, Hannah Moreaux, Jack Moreaux, Charlie Morgan, 

Greta Morgenstern, Noah Morgenstern, Alex Morris, Katie Morris, Izzie Morrow, Valerie Morrow, Henry Mueller, Liam 

Mueller, Will Murphy, Henry Murray, Sue-Sue Murray, Maddie Myerburg, Meredith Newby, Riley Nichols, Chris Nordlie, 

Ella Nordlie, Cameron Odden, Cormac O’Neill, Pau Oropeza, Bay Paley, Masha Parfenenko, Bobby Pedrero, Harrison 

Pedrero, Paige Pedrero, Bissy Perry, Graham Peterson, Kate Peterson, Kate Phillips, Owen Pifer, Ainsley 

Pyle, Mike Quiroga, Ava Ra�el, Katie Ra�el, Fatima Retana, Leo Reuder, Annie Reynolds, Caroline Reyn-

olds, Gordon Reynolds, So�e Richardson, Will Ricker, Hayden Rinn, Tom  Ripplinger, Maddie Rogers, 

Teddy Rogers, John John Roney, Maddy Roney, Scotty Rothrock, Denny Rothwell, Alex Samlaska, Kay-

la Samlaska, Caroline Schmale, Annie Schulz, Summer Schuster, Sid Scott, Katie Segall, Maggie Seidel, 

Drew Shapiro, Jake Shapiro, Ally Sidley, Will Sidley-Parker, Jaime Sierens, Soren Sijapati, Tiana Siragusa, 

Kaylan Skrukrud, Graham Smith, Lauren Smith, Ryan Smith, Evrard Soavina, Humbert Soavina, Tom 

Solano, Jack Sperling, Jack Staker, Daniel Stark, Kaylee Stenberg, Tanner Sterling, Frannie Stewart, Jonny 

Strehler, Ben Sturm, Lida Sturm, Natalie Sullivan, Billy Svolos, Michael Svolos, Eleanor Swanson, Noah 

Swanson, Fritzy Swearingen, Stuart Swearingen, Elena Taeyaerts, Gri� �oreson, Charlie �orne, Lilly 

�orne, Brandon Trachtenberg, Megan Trachtenberg, Aidan Traverse, Shea Traverse, Madeline Tred-

way, Caroline Turner, Abby Tutterow, Caroline Ungar, Adam Ungvarsky, Maddy Vagts, Morgan Vagts, 

Luchi Valenzuela, Lindsey Van Metre, Heather Van Vleet, Margaret Vogelpohl, Julius von Randow, Rebecca 

Wagner, Alex Wain, Cece Walser, Drew Walser, Ben Walsh, Beth Walsh, Amelia Wanamaker, Emma Jane Wa-

namaker, Hunter Wanamaker, Casey Warble, Reilly Warble, Annalise Waters, Matthew Watowich, Calvin Weaver, 

Jackson Weaver, Ben Weiler, Gennie Weiler, Ruby Weiner, Kayla Wicklund, Tori Wicklund, Sanford Wood, Walker 

Wood, Joe Yoder, Mary Yoder, Nan Yoder, Marcelo Zavala

Lands End Camp ApparelHas your camp t-shirt lost its luster? Are you hankerin’ for a fresh camp hat?  Head on over to the newly revamped online Camp Apparel Store! �e store features Lands End’s quality clothing – along with their guarantee of satisfaction  and the camp logos you want to show o� all winter long.  Check out the photo of the old-school Camp Crest, featured here on a super-so� beach towel!

So Many Ways to Connect!
Summer may be over, but there is no reason to say goodbye to camp friends, 
fun and events! Now there even more ways to connect with Camp this year. 
Make sure you “Like” us on Facebook and follow us on Pinterest, Twitter 
and Youtube.  More importantly, add our “Groups” Page to get the latest 
updates on Camp Happenings. 

a fresh camp hat?  Head on over to the newly revamped online Camp Apparel Store! �e store features Lands End’s quality clothing – along with their guarantee of satisfaction  and the camp logos you want to show o� all winter long.  Check out the photo of the old-school Camp Crest, featured here on a super-so� beach towel!

Click Here!
To see all of our Apps!
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Core Values

Fall 2012

Cost: A Smile!

Build a strong community through the give-
and-take experiences of living together;

Strive for excellence through challenges and 
achievements in activities and programs;

Enhance and gain a sense of personal growth 
and development that comes with new-found 
independence and developed through the 
encouragement of caring young adults;

Establish many quality and lasting 
relationships that are made as the cabins 
work and play together;

Have a lot of fun in a setting that creates joy 
and laughter with each new day.

Camp Lincoln and Camp Lake Hubert are committed 
to character building through five key Core Values…
values that have been a part of our tradition since 1909. 
These Core Values are an important part of everything 
we do, and are central to “inTENTional” camping. You 
can see our values in action, as our campers:

�e fall season is upon us at Camp Lincoln & Camp Lake Hubert. We are enjoying the cool, crisp 
weather, the fall colors, and the regular school schedule.  We hope you are enjoying the fall season 
as well (except those of you in the southern hemisphere – enjoy the start of your spring!).  Mainte-
nance Man Marty and his crew working hard to stay ahead of all the leaves on the ground. �ey are 
also �xing, repairing, and improving a number of cabins and buildings all around camp, preparing 
for the campers’ return next summer.

While fall is here now, we are re�ecting upon the memories of fun and “PG&D” of this past sum-
mer. How many of you still have to resist the temptation to holler “Give me one!” at the end of 
lunch? When you are hanging out, do you think about your cabinmates and wonder what they 
are up to? Do you �nd yourself daydreaming about your favorite activity and re-running in your 
head all the big events surrounding Color Wars? If you are anything like me, you raised your 
hand for all these and more!
Summer 2012 was indeed jam-packed full of memory-making fun, friends and challenges. �is 
may explain why there has been such an interest in signing up for next summer!  More campers 
than usual have already registered for the 2013 Summer. Fast Fact: �ere are already more Eight-
Week Campers registered for next summer than signed up all of last year combined!�ose of you that have registered – terri�c! Get ready for the “greatest summer” in our 104-year 
history. If you have not, what are you waiting for? Your camp friends are likely awaiting your 
return. Check the inside pages for a list of campers that are already enrolled, as of October 17th, 
2012.  Until next time, enjoy your fall and we all look forward to seeing you back on the shores 
of Lake Hubert!

Sincerely,

Ruggs Cote
CLH Achievement 

Club Recipients 2012

Caitlin McCandler
Max Wilson

  OTTER CLUB

Caitlin McCandler
Max Wilson

  HUBERT CLUB

CL Achievement 
Club Winners 2012

Jimmy Bohn 
Charlie Calhoun  
Jack Cleland  
Fernando Elizondo  
Braden Houston  
Nolan Kelly  
Jack Moreaux  
Brice Perry  
Jack Sant  
Calvin Weaver  
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Grant Goldstein  
David Jones, Jr.  
Ian Stokes  
Fritzy Swearingen  
Nathan Zachar    B
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Greetings to all our Camp Families!


